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ROTC Cadet May File Discrimination Suit
By J.,ydia Piper
Discrimination charges may be filed against
the University of New Mexico's Air Force
ROTC Detachment 510 pending results of a
disenrollment inve!itigation of one of its
cadets.
Jess C. Sandoval, attorney for Javier
Suarez, said, prior to the investigation hearing, at least five Hispanic fonner cadets have
expressed interest in fili~g discrimination
charges against the unit once a decisi.on on
Suarez has been made.
Sandoval said the cadets had complained to
him about ''differential treatment'' by a staff
officer. They complained they received lower
grades on term papers and were often pressured to quit, Sandoval said.

:Suarez, a University of Albuquerque graduate, was notified Dec; 3, 1982, two weeks
before his planned commissioning, disenrollnient proceedings were being started against
him because ofhis·''failure to maintain competitive standards for commissioning.n
.A charge of pl!lgiarism was later added after
suarez turned in a final tenn paper for his
ROTC class.
Sandoval said the cadets told him they believed the motivation for the Suarez ir.vestigation was personal biases on the part of the staff
officer.
A transcript of the investigation hearing
revealed testimony by aerospace studies Professor Lt. Col. Robert Andrews that implies
he believed his predecessor, Lt. Col. Don R.
Richard, gave Suarez inflated ratings which

qualified him to enter the program.
The transcript also revealed testimony by
the commandant of cadets, Maj. William C.
Curtis., Ulat two other cases of plagiarism by
cadets had gone uninvestigated. One of the
cadets has since been commissioned in the Air
Force.
Neither Andrews nor Cllrtis would comment on the disenrollment investigation,
Andrews said he would "not discuss any disenrollment proceedings."
Suarez was enrolled in the ROTC program,
while attending the University of Albuqiler·
que, through a cross-town agreement between
the two universities. He graduated from U of
A in December with a degree in accounting
and finance, and is an auditor for the El Paso
school system in Texas.
·

U of A English Professor Rosalie Otero
testified she had graded a term paper Suarez
had written for Curtis earlier in the semester.
He had received permission from both
teachers to tum in the same paper for the two
different classes. The paper received a grade
of A from Otero and a grade of D from Curtis.
When Suarez entered the ROTC program,
he was rated second in his class on a Weighted
Personnel Selection System (WPSS) evalt~a
tion fonn by Richard . Andrews, however,
testified he felt Suarez did not warrant the
rating.
'·'According to the WPSS, he met the minimum standard," Andrews testified, "But it
was my opinion that some of the entries were
made in an effort to insure that he met the

continued on page 6

UNM Student Shot;
No Arrests Made
By Wren Propp

A University of New Mexico
football team member was treated
and released from UNM Hospital
early Saturday morning after being
shot in front of Hokona Residence
Hall, authorities said.
No arrests have been made, as of
Sunday, in the shooting of Dave
Mason, 22, said the Albuquerque
Police Department and State Police.
Campus Police would release no
information about the incident.
However, Jess Price, UNM Public
Information director who was acting
as Campus Police spokesman Sunday, told the Daily Lobo the suspect,
a 22-year-old UNM freshman, had
been arrested by APD.

Mason said a man driving a truck
first yelled at him and companion
Pat Garza, 19, and then shot at the
two at about 1:30 a.m. Saturday,
when Mason and Garza were getting
out of their car.
The first shot hit the ground,
Mason said. The man then jumped
out of the car, and Mason was shot in
the leg after he and the assailant
struggled with the gun, Mason said.
Mason received a superficial
wound on his right leg, said Carolyn
Tinker, director of. Public Information, Medical Center.
·
Mason said Sunday that APD had
contacted him after the shooting and
asked him to give a statement today
or Tuesday so it could begin all investigation.

. Students Subsidized·
NOT FAZED: The University of 6eoflll• m•scot ..,.. un•w•re th•t his ,.,m is suffering
defnt •t the h•nds of North C.rolin• St•te S•turd•y in the Pit. The Bulldogs lost the
•mi·flnal g•m• 67-111.

Library Machinery in Limelight
By Diane Becker
Special equipment available for
the visually handicapped, including

a talking machine, will be spc>tlight- .
eel fi:ol11 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today
for Legislator's Day .at Zimmerman
Library.
. ·
.·
Set up. and demonstrated in the
. lobby will be four machines, a Brait·
Je dictionary; a talking enc:yclopedia
and an exhibit of the works ohrtist
.Paul Re'.
The facilities are available to

members of the community as well
as faculty,. staff and students of the
University. Says Bill Zahner* library specialist in the circulation department, "Sometimes one (perso)l)
a day, sometimes one or two people
. a week come .in and use the equip·
ment."
In describing the talking machine,
the Kurzweil Reading Machine
(KRM), bhner says a piece of pa.,..
er is placed on a glass surface and
scanned by the machine, which is
capable of reading. SOO different

Lawmakers Back to Class

.,..It,.,

EASTER EGGS .,. the ob/tltJt ol.,.n'- Burrow'• fanq
S&lnday mornltW In lfooNiwlt P•rlt·· •
~, •nd ,.,.
btot,.,., .,.,,. •nd couslnl _,.,.,_, E••ter With fl91
hunt, bUt StePh•n;. h•••m•
to flO WoM becoming

•n

••'*'·

rears

•n

State lawmakerS will descend upon the University of New Mexico today
for ~·Legislators Day."
.
.
Sponsored by the Faculty Senate and the Alumni Association, the event
gives lawmakers an opportunity to meet with faculty, students, alumni and
administrators to learn more about programs. at. the Univetsity.
Following a noon luncheon in the New Mexico Union ballroom~ the
legislatorS may tour various .segments of the campus or attend a class.
Tours will include the School of .Architecture and Planning; the departments of biology, geology, economics, modem and classical languages,
physics, astronomy,. sociology, elementary education, adapted physical
education and computer education; the colleges of Engineering and Nursing/
Phannacy; UNM Hospitai/BCMC and the Cancer Center; the School of Law
~ -~ Anderson School of Management.
·

typeheads, but not handwriting. "It
is not a human voice. The reason it
. sounds mechanical.is because rather
than being pretaped, it makes use of
the principles of phonetics and
grammar in order to synthesize
speech,'' Zahner says. Sounds are
put together in the .machine.
The Braille writer, he says, punches a different combination of six
dots on paper to indicate a letter. •'It
looks very much like a simple typewriter, only .it has just six keys.''
The third machine, the Optacon,
Zahner. describes as a machine that

continued on p•ge 6
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Wire Report

Computerized Schooling
May Conquer Geography

by United Press International

Acid Vapor Spilled
. . .
.
. .
.. · . .
·
Tha1 Forces Repel V1etnamese
Effect I n g T h 0 usa nd s
~
DENVER - A yellow cloud of
deadly nitric acid vapor that billowed from a ruptured railroad tank
car Sunday forced evacuation of
25,000 people in a wide area of the
city but was neutralized .in nine
hours.
Twelve civilians suffered minor
injuries and three firemen were treated for slight eye and skin irritation
caused by the acid. Hundreds more
people telephoned or visited area
hospitals or a poison control center
for medical advice.
Emergency crews neutralized the
vapor by using a snowblower to cover the spilled acid with soda ash
taken from other rail cars.
Residents, who had been sheltered and fed at eight emergency
Red Cross shelters set up in schools
were allowed to return home nine
hours after the emergency started.
The vapor was loosed at about
4:30a.m. MST when a railroad tank
car ruptured while it was being
switched at the Denver & Rio
Grande Western Railroad switching
yards on the city's north side.

''They were switching cars and
during the switching operation a
coupler went up through the bottom
of the tank car and made a hole,"
Assistant Fire Chief Ralph Johnson
said.
About 20,000 gallons of nitric
acid, which had been destined for an
explosives factory in Utah, poured
from the 14-by-6-inch hole onto the
ground, Deadly vapors wafted into
the air to form an orangish yellow
cloud that was carried to the southeast by light winds.
Emergency crews sealed off the
area, a mixed commercialresidential neighborhood ncar the
Denver Stockyards.
Two main highways - Interstates 25 and 70 - were closed in
north Denver because of the spill,
''This is the largest chemical spill
we have had," Johnson said.
"We've had tank cars carrying chemicals that spilled before, but not
where it all spilled out on the ground
like this."
Paramedics said the acid vapor
could cause serious lung damage if
enough was bre<~thcd.

ARANYAPRATHET. Thailand
Government
troops battled Vietnamese forces in Thai territory for
the second day Sunday in artillery duels that have
killed at least five Thai soldiers and seriously wounded
14 others, Thai military sources said.
U.S, -equipped Thai forces were reported Sunday to
have pushed the Vietnamese intruders back across the
frontier, but heavy artillery duels continued on the
fourth day of Vietnam's anti-rebel offensive.
Vietnamese casualties were reported heavy and
thousands of refugees fled the area. Some 200 civilian
deaths were reported by the non-communist Association of South East .Asian Nations since Thursday in the
border region 120 miles east of Bangkok.
The communist Khmer Rouge, which ruled Carnbo·
dia for three years Ulltil it was ousted by invading
Vietnamese forces in late 1978, is allied with two
non-comrnuni~t Cambodian groups in a bid to topple
the Vietnamese-installed government in Phnom Penh,

By Jeff Reisner
A proposed statewide computerized telecommunications system to
bring educational programs to outlying areas is gaining important support, said the University of New
Mexico associate provost for community education.
Dr. Alex Sanchez said the system
is being designed to speed up the
flow of information and the process
of cooperation between New Mexico's higher education institutions,
scientific laboratories and corporations.
Sanche.z said (he idea of a
statewide telecommunications sys·
tern came to him about three years
ago, after living in a number of cities
throughout New Mexico while he
was involved in delivering education through traditional and nontraditional means.

The three groups have set up a coalition government
in "liberated" areas of Cambodia.
In Bangkok, the U.S. Embassy said Washington
gave Thailand an additional $3 million to help Thai
villagen; affected by the fighting and provide for the
thousands of Cambodian refugees pouring across the
border.
More than 15,000 Cambodian civilians have abandoned their makeshift bamboo and thatch camps and
fled into Thailand, Thai officials said.
Nearly 100,000 at the Nong Samet camp on the
Cambodian side of the frontier are ready to flee into
Thailand if an expected Vietnamese attack on the
center materializes, they said.
Western diplomatic sources said about 6,000 of the
180,000 Vietnamese troops in Cambodia are deployed
opposite the Thai border in the latest offensive- the
heaviest of the current dry season.

JOHNSON GYM hosted the National Association of Basketball Coaches' All-Star game
Sunday. The West tesm won the game99·94. The almost•capacitycrowd was the first for a
basketball game in the gym since 1966.

Anti-U.S. Protests Flare Across Europe
Nearly 200,000 demonstrators,
including more than 600 West Germans who blcckaded a U.S. radar
station and a military base, turned
out across Europe Easter Sunday for
a third day of anti·nuclear arms pro-

BSNISWOKIHAN
COMMISSION
ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full~fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

te~t. Police in Berlin arrested 70 pro·
testers.
Some 10,000 Romans marched in
heavy rain to St. Peter's Square to
protest the nuclear arms race while
1,000 demonstrators carried a flow·
cr-filled coffin around the Faslane
nuclear submarine base ncar Glasgow, Scotland.

David Mostyn.
A continuing blockade by more
than 500 anti-nuclear protesters .at
the Wiley U.S. barracks in Bav&ria
was more successful. Some 200
police, armed with pistols and nightsticks, made repeated attempts to
clear the entrance but' protesters kept
regrouping.

In the Netherlands, about I ,000
people held a torchlight vigil outside
the Almclo uranium enrichment
plant, where violent anti-nuclear
protests occurred last year and in
1981.

The Easter weekend peace protests, which began Good Friday, end
Monday with the focus on West Germany.

Organi.zers who pre.dicted
500,000 would take part in the West
German demonstrations, which began Good Friday, said 180,000 took
to the streets Sunday to protest the
deployment of U.S. cruise and Pershing-2 missiles in western Europe
later this year.
Demonstrations near any military
installations in the city were banned
Wednesday by the British commandant in West Berlin, Maj. Gen.

ing and specialized courses to public
secondary schools.
Sanchez said in a report that the
system will use television, telephone and computer techniques to
deliver the programs.
The system will be designed within the year, he said, and predicted
some part of the system will be completed and operating some time in
the nelit three years.
The state will become more
attractive to industry if its needs for
skilled people can be satisfied by
providing a strong .educational base,
he said.
Not only will the system deliver
educational programs, but it is will
also attempt to enhance the progress
and development of the Rio Grande
Research Corridor.
The corridor is a plan to attract
high technology companies into an
area that would run through the Rio
Grande Valley from Los Alamos to
the White Sands Missile Range.
Sanchez said a fast, well-developed
network to send and retrieve data
would be necessary to serve the corridor.

Former U.S.· Secretary Guest Speaker
By Mark Michnovicz
For the fiJSt time, a woman, former U.S. Secretary of Education
Shirley Mount Hufstedler, will be
featured as the guest speaker at the
University of New Mexico fifth
annual. Recognition Banquet.
,
"This is the firsttime we've had a
woman speaker for the banquet,"
said Mary Barbee, banquet coordinator. "Mrs. Hufstedler is a dynamic speaker.''
Hufstedler was awarded a bacheloroflawdegree from Stanford University in 1949. President Lyndon

A march in West Berlin to the
monument outside the U.S. Air
Force's Templchof base will commemorate the death of British and
American crews who died in the airlift that kept West Berlin alive during the 1948-49 Soviet blockade.

Johnson appointed her judge of the for their contribution to the UNM
United States Court of Appeals for community, Barbee said.
the Ninth Circuit in 1968, where she
It's an evening for the students
served for II years.
"where
they can get together, have
President Carter appointed Hufsome
fun
and interact'' with the
stedler U.S. Secretary of Education
deans
and
administrators
of the Uniin 1979. On January 20, 1981, she
versity,
she
said.
returned to private life, teaching and
Two Student Service awards
practicing law.
established
to recognize individuals
The banquet honors undergradu·
·
who
have
made
outstanding .conate students who have demonstrated
a contribution to the University tributions to student life at UNM
through scholarship, leadership and will be presented.
service to the campus community.
The banquet begins at 6:30 p.m.
Students invited to the banquet April 21 in the New Mexico Union
will be called upon and recognized ,JJallroom.

One common problem in delivering courses to remote areas, Sanchez
found, was that it was expensive and
inefficient to periodically drive or
fly professors to distant areas that
request certain courses,
·'The Farmington area would like
to have courses in business management and engineering, but no educational institution can offer the
courses in demand. New Mexico has
some very large geographical barriers, and technology seems to
bridge the gap," Sanchez said.
The educational programs supplied to the system, as well as the
broadcast facilities, will originate at
the state's higher education institutions including UNM, New Mexico
State University and New Mexico
Tech.
The programs offered will be
undergraduate- and graduate-level
college courses, continuing profes·
sional education, institutional train-

A number of businesses have
taken an interest in the telecommunications system. Sanchez said
the Lockheed Corp. has given the
College of Engineering an expensive computer graphics package,
which will be used in the system.
Engineering faculty, as well as other
faculty, will be taught how to operate the computer graphics package.
Not only has big business shown
interest in the system, but so has the
Walter Anncnberg Foundation.
Sanchez returned from a trip to
the Washington, D.C.-based foundation about a month ago. The foundation has shown interest in prQviding
a grant to help fund the system's
development, he said.

\

Britain's Campaign for Nuclear
Disarrnanent claims more than
125,000 people have participated in
Easter demonstrations, including
Friday's 14·milchuman chain in England and Saturday's mass "die-in"
in Glasgow.

BOOT SALE

·1 Taco, 1 Chalupa
& Small 7-Up
$1.49 46t
a

savings

with coupon thru.4·10·83

fl'olltier RestaUI'ant

Men's and Women's
Reg. $115.00

NOW $6995

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken·

Colors: Brown, Natural,
& Rust Leather

1.71

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

Othet· Selections
by Dingo NOW

Reg.s221

with coupon .. Good Any Time • No Limit

. . .
Open Da 11y
our convenient drive up windows at
at 11 :ooam
1830 Lomli11 NE
Other Locations
4700 Men,ul NE
expires 4-10•83
. 10015 Central NE
5231 Clntral SW
11200 Montgof!le,Y NE

·$49.95

\'ale Blood Plasma, Inc.
This coupon good ONLV
with valid student or
military
Limit one ··
per New Donor. Not good
with other coupons

THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY PRESENTS ...

m.

A multi-image J)tesentation of the marl<eling lind advertising strategies that have clitapuhcd Miller
Brewi11g Con1pany frtlln seventl1 place in the bec1· industr·y to second pl:1ce today.

THlS ENTI{HTAINING PROGRAM I.S FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

Wednesday, April 6th, 7 p.m. at the Sheraton.
s,jtJifSrJretiiJy: Tlu• Amcrirnfl .llarkellu~ ~h.mcicnirHI.t {W.\1 Cr>lltgiutt Cllnnttr
1
Wid fht!
11.' ,\lttA·Itn llrtrra;!.c.' Gom,lrHifl•

.\1.

5307 Mcnaul N.E.
.2 Blocks East of San Mateo

OPEN SUNDAY'
883-1860
88l~Hi42

~

·

WHh coupon thtu 4-8-83
New Donors accepted
From 12:30 to 3:30.pm
Mc;mday through ~nday

Present this coupon for a $5.00

.,'

Bonus on

I.,
~

•

Donation

z
_go

..9A.
.>-~

80
()
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Graduate Students To Vote on President, Budgets

Forum

By Laura Tolley

---Editorial

--Commentary--

GSA Endorsement

Sport Newly Conceived
For ASUNM Election Day

Graduate students will be able to vote Monday through Thursday
this week in the annual Graduate Student Association's presidential
elections.
Traditionally, the GSA has been a low-key governmental agency by
virtue of its size. But the GSA could be more than simply a fund
dispursement agency. The group should become more vocal in its
advocacy for graduate students.
For example, excessive paperwork, homework and overwork are a
common complaint among graduate students. As one graduate student said, "Grad school shouldn't have to ki.ll you to accomplish your
goals."
GSA, as a cohesive ruling body, has the power to expose and
eliminate even minor injustices- rumored to be widespread-- in
graduate programs.
But to be credible at such an attempt the association must have
strong leadership- a president who will speak out against
bureaucrac;y and unnecessary subjectivity in grading methods.
But an outspoken GSA president must be secure enough academically to risk disapproval from administrative types when he points out
something wrong.
The Daily Lobo believes. Jeffrey Evans can withstand criticism
when he speaks out. He is aware of graduate students' difficulties and
is willing to take steps, using GSA as a soapbox, to improve them.
And he is ready to make GSA a strong, effective tool for innovative
changes in the program. The Daily Lobo supports Evans in his bid for
presidency.

The Top and Only Drawer: Tired of baseball? You say you can't play
volleyball bec;ause you're too klutzy? And you won't play chess be·
cause ''it's too boring"? Well, a fun and different sport that's been
ignored far too long has been played on this campus for many years.
Here are some clues: This sport .can be played only once each fall
and spring semester, and it involves the Associated Students of the·
University of New Mexico elections, volunteer campaigners and the
average student.
Give up? Well, it actually has no official name, but I've dubbed it the
"Politics Time Dash Across the UNM Mall" or "Poli-Dash" for short.
Here's the object of Poli·Dash. See how many times you can get
across the Mall on an ASUNM election day without having a c;ampaign card, flyer or pamphlet thrust into your hand; a campaigner
speak about his candidate's merits or ask that infamous question,
"Have you voted yet?"
Here are the rules. You cannot run, but a zippy walk is okey-dokey.
Pushing campaigners to the ground or punching them is not allowed
and disqualifies the player. And a campaigner can still talk to you or

?SIGH"E'

From the File Cabinet
By Craig Chrissinger

---Letters---

ask that infamous question even if you are wearing a stereo head·
phone. Not being able to heartheir chatter does not exempt you.
Now, 1 know you are thinking that this sport is silly. However,
Poli-Dash is challenging.
On Wednesday, I was able to win this game only once out of five
trips across the Mall, My routes included Mitchell Hall to the Educa·
tion Building (I was handed a NMPIRG flyer by Ortega Hall), the·
Education Building to Zimmerman Library (I was asked the infamous
question), Zimmerman to the SUB (A pamphlet for some presidential
candidate was thrust into my hand and the infamous question was
asked again), the SUB back to Zimmerman (I made it across -I
won!), and Zimmerman to Ortega Hall (I was hit by one of the senatorial campaigners with a flyer and the infamous question yet once
again).
Strategy is involved in Poli-Dash.l made it across the Mall that one
time on the basis of strategy . , • and good luck.
Another student was walking about four feet behind and 12 feet to
the right of me. A campaigner loomed on the horizon- she had
spotted me and I was her target. But, quickly using strategy, I slowed
my pace down, veered to the left and allowed the other student to
move ahead of my position. The campaigner changed course slightly
and the student was trapped. I had survived.
Anyway, try Poli-Dash for yourself during the fall ASUNM election.
It's fun, inexpensive, challenging and won't hurt the environment.
Maybe we could even get Poli-Dash to be recognized as an official
sport by UNM and set up practice sessions with door-to-door Fuller
Brush, Avon and vacuum-cleaner salespersons. Have you ever
attempted to avoid them?

Coverage Commended
Editor:
I want to commend the Daily Lobo for its March 30 front page
coverage of recent events in El Salvador and Nicaragua.
The problems throughout this region are delicate, their causes
complex. No one party has a single perfect solution to the myriad
problems that plague the area. Our best hope as reponsible individuals is to understand the words and deeds of all parties involved
and from these make intelligent, but most of all humane, decisions.
For this we are dependent upon fair and accurate press reportage.
I'm glad to see your paper taking on this task.
Phil Brinkman, Chairman
Campus Committee for Human Rights in Latin America

JUST
CHW<JNG,
MR5. UPSHVt..Z.

/

WELCOME

may vote Qn the foiiQwing budget
propos11Is and amendments:
• GSA Internal Budget, proposed
at $90,S02.
• GSA External Budget, proposed
at $38,698.
• Proposed Amendment to Article
IV "A" of the GSA Constitution,
altering the duties and salary of the
GSA president. Proposed changes in

The University of New Mexico
Graduate Student general election
will be held today through Thursday. Graduate students with a Villid
UNM identification card are eligible
and 11rged tQ vote.
In addition to the election of a new
GSA presiden.r, graduate students

Bottom Drops Out for Scalpers
By Steve Shoup
The March 31 issue of the Albuquerque Tribune listed 118 want ads
offering to sell tickets to the Nationill Collegiate Athletic Association
tournament - at a cost of up to
$1,000 a ticket.
But, by the time the GeorgiaNorth Carolina State game began
Saturday, some scalpers were literally giving their tickets away.
For weeks, Albuquerque newspapers have had an increasing number of ads for people trying to sell
their tickets to make a substantial
profit.
''These tickets ain't gold," said
Michael Williams of Delaware, as
he offered to buy tickets from arriving passengers at Albuquerque International Airpost .last week.
Williams, who also bought and
sold tickets at .last year's Final Four
tournament in New Orleans, noted
that tickets for "excellent seats"
went for only $100 to $200 there.
Seats with poorer views went for as
little as $8.
He predicted ticket prices would
fall below $100 the day of the game.
This prediction proved true. By
!2:30p.m. Saturday, an hour before
the North Carolina State-Georgia
game, ticket prices had plummeted
to about $60 each.
Scalpers stood. by the Pit's main
entrance, waving handfuls of silver
and yellow tickets in the air. By 1
p.m., the average price had fallen to
near the face value of $20. Shortly
after l p.m., a scalper from Oklahorna, who asked not to be identifed,
said "the bottom's about to drop
out."
In some ways, it was like watching the stock market crash. Scalpers
desperately tried to unload their tickets as game time approached and
prices dropped even faster. With 10
minutes to go until game time, ticket
prices had hit the $10 mark- onehalf their original face value. But no
one was buying.
Everyone had either already gone
into the Pit or was waiting for further
price drops. Five minutes before
game tirne, one frustrated scalper
shouted, "Who wants a free tick-

et?" and thrust a standing-room tom. One woman traded a 75-cent
ticket into this reporter's hands. chocolate bar for a ticket that had
Two men shouted, "Free ticket for a once been valued at $20.
girl!"
"I didn't make no money on
Another scalper was offered $2 this,'' said the scalper from Oklahofor his standing-room ticket, but he mil, after the game.
held out, hoping to at least make
The Sunday issue df the Albuenough to pay for his $4 prQgram. querque Journal had several want
People outside the Pit could .hear ads offering tickets for the final
the noise of fans inside as the game game Monday night. Most of these
began. The ticket market had CQ)- ads. wisely proposed to sell the ticklapsed; prices had reached rock bot- ets for "best offer."

BUY ONE

.. ___.. . TOP DOG
GET ONE
BUSINESS IS SLOW for Bob Rydlewicz, who came from
Milwaukee to see the Final Four and try to make a little
money on the side.

Copy Editor .. ,. .............. Stacy Green
Photo Editor .......... ,. .... Joe Cavarette
Assoc. Photo Editor, .. Michael A. Gallegos
Graphic Artist.,,., •• ,, .•. Prlscl.fla Gon%6lez
Sport~

E_ditor -".,,.. .. -..,, ...... ~tcvo King

Arts Editor........ ,,, ........ Eddie Tafoya
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only
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20
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Ladies Tops

Men's Shirts

Live Entertainment

No. 127

The Morning Cilorv cafe Is pleased to feature real food.
we use fresh vegetables, local and organic when
possible. our meats have no chemical additives or
coloring. We trv to void processed fOods and pre·
servatlves altogether. We're watching out so thatyou
can eat happy and eat healthy. If you have questions
about any Items or their Ingredients, Just ask!

_Letten SObmlnlan Polk:y: Letters to thfl editor mu_st be typed, dolJble-apaced and no ~ora

Naw$ Editor , , .•••., .... , , • , , , , •• EVO Cress

FREE

Joe eavareua

Extended Easter Sale

than 100 Words. All mailed-In loners must be signed by the author and Include addresa and
telephone number. No names will bawilhheld, The Daily Lobo does nolguaranteapublicatlon
and will edit lehers lor length and libelous content.
Managing Editor •. ,, •••... Judy Nakamura
Associate Managing Editor • , Robert Wood

• Proposed Amendment to Article
VI reads: Executive committees
may be created by the president.
Any recommendations coming from
executive committees must be
approved by council.

4·20·83
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ThO New Mexlco.Ds/ly Lobo Is published Monday through Friday every regular week of the
University year, weekly during closed and finals weeks and weoklydurlng the summer session,
by the Board of StUrlentPuhllcations of the. University of New Mexico. SUbscription role is $10
per_ academic year. Second class ·postage paid at AlbiJquerqi:IO, _New ~exi~O 871~1.
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but does not necessarily represent the views of the members of the Dolly Lobo staH.

Editor ••••••• ,, ••••••• ,,,,,_.,, Kelly Gibbs

• Proposed Amendment to Article
VI "A" proposes !hilt the GSA Finance Committee is the fiscal overseer of GSA money and its duties
shall be to draw up the budget; provide seminar on filling QUI budget
request forms at least one week prior
to filing deadline; review funded
groups on monthly basis to assure
compliance with budgetary agreements; and other duties as deemed
necessary by the council.

• Proposed Amendment to Article
VI '• A" regarding the Special Projects and Speakers Committee prQp·
oses that to qualify for membership,
one must be a member of GSA;
members be appointed by president
and approved be council; the commit(ees duties be to allocate SPSC
funds according to council guidelines and other duties as deemed
necessary by council; and a report of
SPSC activities for the year be presented at the final (May) meeting.
• Proposed Amendment to Article
VI "C" reads: Other committees
may be created, appointed and
approved by council.

expires

Lobo

3!!1400

• Proposed Amendment to Article
V "B" regarding election proce·
dures reads: Council members
chosen at will by graduate student
body of eilch department. Council
members must have credentials on
file at the GSA office one week prior
to the next scheduled GSA Council
meeting in order to vote. Council
members may bring their credentials
with them to the first GSA council
meeting fall semester.

GSA members reads; Members m11y
not serve on any other GSA standing
committee. Members may only be
removed through impe11chment procedures: motion to consider removal, seconded, and simple majority
passes that motion. at council
meeting; chairperson shall then call
a special meeting for a week later;
two-thirds vote of council members
present at special meeting required
for removal.

------------------------
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that the salary shall be equivalent to
the minimum graduate assist;1nt/
teaching assistant salary, and the
salary shall not be collected 11nless
the president remains accessible to
graduate student government and
gri.\duate students throughout his or
her term of office.

• Proposed Amendment to Article
VI "A" regarding qualifications of

NCAA
~-D--=a~.ily

du.ties are that the president administer the budget; appoint standing
committees and appoint committee
representatives to Faculty Senilte
committees; represent GSA when
required; and publish a newsletter
prior to fall and spring semesters to
be mailed to ;11l enrQJled graduate
students.
Proposed changes in salary are

'-

Reportdlr•••• ,-, •• , , , 1,,.;, Dannis Pohrm_en
Reporter, , u . . . . . . . , • , • • • • • • , Jauta To! ley
Reporter ••••• , ••. ,, •• ~, •• ,,.,, ._Ramona Nye·
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Cadet-----------------------------------continued from page 1

required Air Force ROTC writing written the term paper in question
skills test. He said the tests were when. he was notified of the disengraded by himself, Curtis and the rollment investigation. He was put
administrative officer, Capt. John P, under pressure to do well on the paper and "panicked," Sandoval said.
Murphy.
Suarez spent eight years enlisted
Andrews testified that at least
eight instances of plagiarism were in the Air Force before enrolling in
noted in Suarez's final term paper. ROTC. Two of those years were
Sandoval said he feU the charge of spent at the ROTC !.mit as a staff
plagiarism would not have been member.
Twenty-fourof29 witnesses testimade had it not been for the disenrollment proceedings already going fied at the hearing on behalf of
on. He said other cadets had been Suarez. The 24 witnesses included
accused of plagiarism, but none had people he had worked with while in
the service and ROTC, and former
been disenrolled,
Curtis testified he had been aware. supervisors.
All of the witnesses called on
of two other instances of plagiarism
while he had been at the unit. In the Suare)';'s behalf testified he had no
first case, "except for thll introduc- problems in communicating or gettory paragraph, the entire paper was
plagiarized." Although he h!!d recommended the cadet be disenrolh:d, he wasn't, Curtis said.
Sandoval said Suarez had not yet continued from page 7
uses vibrations to scan letters on a
page .. The vibrations are sensed
through the operator's fingertips.
"Some say it is like electronic
Braille."
For sighted people who have trou..
ble reading small things, there's the
VisualTek machine, which is ''really nothing more than a camera,"
says Zabner, This. machine magnifies a piece of paper and displays it
on a television screen.
Zahner describes the works of
artist Paul Re' as tactile. "He lets
people touch them.'' The images
will be exhibited on Legislator's
Day only.
The equipment for the most part
was acquired from contributions by
Anne Pickard, a local philantropist;
Anna and Harry Broussard, employees of the. library; the Levi
Strauss Foundation and the Xerox
Corp.,
both of which have programs
5% discount with couPon
for the visually handicapped;
We accePt Uisa and MasterCard
UNM's Affirmative Action Prog~
ram; the Albuquerque Northwest
Lyons Club and the National Energy
Information Center Affiliate.

minimum, and we~ not valid eva·
luations."
Richard testified he had rated
Suarez on "potential" and he did
not "inflate the ratings intentionally."
During the hearing, Sandoval
pointed out that Richard had known
Suarez three years and AndrGWS had
known him four months.
Andrews testified Suarez was the
only graduating cadet who failed a

ling along with other people. The
.consensus W<\S he would make a
very good officer.
The consensus of the five witnesses caHed to testify against Suarez
was he had problems in written communication and getting the job done.
Lt. Roger Summerlin, former Detachment 510 cadet, testified that
while he was Suarez's supervisor in
the. corps, Suarez failed to perform
at the level that was expected of him.
He said he believed Suarez had "a

lot more ability than what he put
out."
Suarez was profiled in an article
in the New Mexico Daily Lobo in
November 1982. He was reported as
saying he wanted to spend at least 12
more years in the Air Force as an
officer.
Suarez is still awaiting the decision of the hearing officer. If denied
a commission, the Air Force has the
option of calling him to active duty
as enlisted.

Library--·-

Sale!

Orisinal Oil Paintines
at starvine artist Prices.

UniversitY of New Mexico
Student Union lobbY
Bunko Area
APril 4-6 9am-6Pm

Touchstone Desisns

VOTE
The Graduate Student Association
ELECTIONS
Mon.-Thrs; April 4-7
Polls will be set up throughout campus, in departments, and North campus.
Cast Your Ballot
A ballot box will also be available in the GSA office - SUB basement Tues. 6-8 pm.
Call GSA (380J), Election Committee (3721 - Denise) or your Dept. for times and places.

An article by Judith C. Bennahum, UNM assistant professor of theatre
arts in the dance division, is scheduled to be published in the May issue of the
national Theatre Journal.
·
The article, "Three French Revolutionary Thinkers on Ballet," is an
extension of Bennahum's dissertation research on ballet during the French
Revolution.
Aaron Karp, professional painter and UNM assistant of art, is one of
about 12 artists in the country who have been invited to participate in the
Guggenheim Museum's Young American Artists 1983 Exxon National Exhibition, which will open in New York City this September.
The museum also recently purchased one of Karp's paintings, Bigskim1y,
Blue, for its permanent collection.
Karp's work was chosen for the biannual Guggenheim Museum exhibition
by the museum curator, who travels to galleries and studios throughout the
country in search of art work by promising young artists.
Dr. Michael Zeilik, UNM associate professor of astronomy, recently
wrote a new textbook, Astronomy: The Cosmic Perspective.
Harper and Row is the publisher, and Dr. John Gaustad, director of Sproul
Observatory, Swarthmore College, Pa., is the coauthor.
The new book, aimed at introductory year-long astronomy courses for
science-oriented students, consists of30 years combined teaching experience
of th<; authors. Both are known for innovative achievements in astronomy
education.
Denise Maes and Donna Wilson of UNM placed third at the National
Junior Varsity Debate Tournament, held March 27, in Kansas City.
In competition that pitted the best 40 junior varsity debate teams in the
nation against one another, Maes, a Taos student majoring in political
science, and Wilson, an Albuquerque speech communications major,
emerged as second seed after the eight preliminary r~mnds.
Maes was also presented an award for best individual speaker of the
tournament. Wilson was ranked 12th.
This tournament ends a successful debate season for the two women, who
earlier won national invitational tournaments in Los Angeles and Salt Lake
City.
Dr. Paul Resta, UNM associate dean of the College of Education, has
been named a special assistant and senior research adviser to the director of
the National Institute of Education in Washington, D.C.
The appointment was announced by NIE Director Manuel Justiz, a UNM •
educational administration professor on leave of absence from UNM to .fill
the NIE post. Resta is also on leave from UNM, but expects to return by the
fall 1983·84 semester.
A UNM faculty member has been named for an unspecified term to a
National Aeronautics and Space Administration committee, which will
advise NASA on the future exploration of the solar system.
Dr. Klaus Keil, UNM professor of geology and director of the department's Institute of Meteoritics, said the 10-member committee held its first
meeting March 18 in Houston.
Keil said the committee will investigate what science can gain from future
manned missions involving such things as the exploration of asteroids, the
establishment of a lunar base or the establishment of an orbiting space
platform.

Announcements iii ilp Service are printed the day
bcifore t.he event .•Hd the day d/ the event OOI'q sptJi:e

available basis. Lip SerVIce IS avo/fable to oll'flNM

non•pNJ/it organizations. Forms for Lip -SerVke can
be picked up In Marron Hall, room Us, and must be
turned In by i p.m; ihedayprlortopubllcallon.

.

Today's Events
The Sanctuary Group, tor alcohotlcg only,

II p.m. MondaYs at the NeWinanCenter~

meets ilt

The Nado11al Stlitterinl Project, AihuQtietque
Chapter, wm meet at_. 7 p.in. toda)' _at th~
Albuquerque National !lank, 4491 Central Ave,
N.E., corner orCentra.l and WashlnRton. The Pr()ject
provides a sate, ~upporUvcen\litonment·Whete peOpte
or all ages wUh stuttering: prcblemi can fearn to
communicate more eftectfvely.

The Gnduole Polltl<1l !i<lence Study Group will
present State Rep. Judith Prall from the UNM area
who will me<! with anY and all interested !ludtnto lo
discus~ the tetenf legislative session and Other topics
nt l ~!0 JMti, today. EvctY<ine wckome.

A Recrullet froni the Unlwnlly of Mlchl10n will
-be al Uf\IM today through Thursday In Onate Hall,
room I U. AU interested min-ority gtaduate students
are encouraged to meet wilh the recruiter.

Tuesday's Events
The UNM Korlboll Club meets at 8 p.m. Tuesdays
In Ciltllsle Gym. Alllnteresled people are encouraged
to attend.
Tht Block Student Union encoumses all members
and mack students to ~tter.d a regular meeting at 5
p.m. Tuesday at Afro-American Studies, 1819 Roma
N.ll,

Clrdo K will meet at 3;30 p.m. tue<day In the suo,
room 2::iOB. All students welcome.
A Seven wHk lleafaaln& eon..nollon Sponloh
CIU8 ror traiJel ·and businesS sltua.tioi\si 'WIU be of·
fercdby native speaker ~noarna Abolli lrom 1 to~
p.m. Tuesdays beslnnlngA~rll12 at thelnt<rnatlonal
Center, l80B Las Lomas N.B. More infonnation ill
available from Ms. Abella at Wi-9943 or from the
International Center at 17M.946.

The~ National Guard .needs more officers.

Get In the picture. Get out front.
Right now, the Army National Guard is looking
for men and women who want to be officers.
It's a tou9h, challenging job. One of the most
importantjobs m America. Arid you11 find the rewards
match the challenge.
For instance, in the Anny Guard, you11 gain
valuable management and leadership skills you may
use in your civilian career. You11 earn an excellent part·
time income and be entitled to limited space available
air travel, PX privileges, life insurance, a fully paid
retirement plan; and lots more.
You11 be serving c::lose to home, helping people
in your community and state when natural disasters or

other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
it takes just two days a month and two weeks annual
training each year to serve, so you11 have time for your
family, friends, school or job.
If you have previous experience as an Anny
officer, you can probablyjoin the Anny Guard as an
officer. If not, and you qualify, you can get a commission through an Officer Candidate Course, or a direct
appointment based on your unique civilian job
experience.
To get the total picture on opportunities for
officers in the Anny National Guard, contact your local
Army Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800638·7600.*
*In Hawaii: 737·5255; Pueno Rico: 72J.4550;Guam: 477·9957;
Virgin Islands [St. Croix]: 773·6438; New Jersey: 800·452·5794
In Alaska consul! your local phone directory
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jack's Lounge
1504 Central SE
and
(5 blks. west of UNM)
Restaurant Carry-out orders 242·7490
Come to the New Jack's Lounge
New Chef... New Luncheon Menu

Arts

Arts

~Dorothy'

Lithograph Series
Tells Working Woman's Story

Try our greut Lobo Burger, watch for our
Speci11h, and don't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!

Daily except Sunday ll:OOa,.m. - !O:OOp.m.

The /)()rotlly Series, a group of 20 lithography using papers, inking and Modem Art, Los Angeles County
lithographs by June Wayne will be ' other techinques achievable only in Museum, Library of Congress, Phion display at the University Art this medium. The color rises and ladelphia Museum gf Art and the
Museum Saturday to May 8, 1983. deepens as Dorothy's pleasures and Achenback Foundation for Graphic
Collaged from letters, public disappointments unfold. •
:'\rt, as well as at the University of
documents, old photographs and
June Wayne had her first exhibi- New Mexico,.
drawn recollections of the artist's tion at the age of 18 in the Palacio de
The Dorothy Series is made availmother, the images trace Dorothy's Bellas Artes in Mexico City, She able by June Wayne, and is being
life from her childhood emigration was instrumental in the revival of circulated nationally by the Art
to the United States from Russia in American lithography, and in 1959 Museum Association, San Fran1907 to her death in 1960.
founded the Tamarind Lithography cisco.
With The Dorothy Series, Wayne Workshop in L<)s Angeles.
Museum hours are 10 .a.m, to 5
has created a powerful visual stateThe workshop, devoted to the sti- p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m., Tuesday
ment about being a working woman mulation and preservation of the art through Friday; and 1 to 5 p.m.,
in the United States during the first of the lithograph, moved to Albu- Saturday and Sunday.
half of the century.
querque in 1970 and is now known
A portion of the museum's generThe series evolved over a period as the Tamarind Institute.
al operating funds for this fiscal year
of five years, its complexity resultWayne's work is not limited to was provided by a General Operating from Wayne's delicate balance lithography and includes other ing Support grant from the Institute
of feeling and facL Ea(!h lithograph media such as painting, tapestry, of Museum Services, a federal agenreveals another facet of Dorothy's film and photography.
cy that administers to the nation's
life, like a chapter in a book.
Her works can be found in the museums.
The ambience of the series takes collections of many major
For further information, call Peter
full advantage of the idiom of museums, such as the Museum of S. Briggs at 277-4001.

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
''Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828

4304 LOMAS, NE
Close to UNM

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD: Martin Sheen and Sebastian Dungan converse after finding
each other.

Martin Sheen's Newest Movie
Explores Complex Fatherhood

, INC.
P.O. Box 526 •1501 8 San Pedro, N.E. • Albuquerque, NM 87103• 505··262·2242

HAVE YOUR
•Theses
• Reports
• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

Man, Woman and Child is currently showing at the Coronado
Four theater. Based on the novel by
Erich Segal and directed by Dick
Richards, the film stars Blythe Danner a11d Martin Sheen.

Typed Professionally and Economically by Albuquerque's Leading
Word Processing Service Bureau
-FOR·
Fast Turnaround
Camera Ready Copy
Left and Right Justification
.
. Reasonable Rates

accident. He tells his wife, Sheila
(Blythe Danner), that her seemingly
faithful husband wants to see his
only son.

All the weeping aside, Sheen
gives a very entertaining performance. Director Dick Richards constructs a romantic story of the relationship between a boy and his
father - a story that is made unique
by Sheen's performance.

By Wren Propp

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Call 262-2442

Man, Woman and Child, Erich
Segal's latest tear-jerker, explores
one man's confrontation with fatherhood.
Picture a happy family: the father
is a literature professor with tenure,
the mother has a rewarding career,
and together they have two young
daughters with easy childhoods. Enter the father's French "love child"
from a two-day affair with an independent French doctor. Exit any
chance of a happy ending.
The protaganist, Bob Beckwith
(Martin Sheen), is the movie industry's latest attempt to define modem
fatherhood. Ten !ears after an
obscure affair in France, Beckwith
learns he has fathered a son and the
child's mother has been killed in an

In a scene indicative of Beckwith's fatherly charms, our protaganist talks to a chemistry major
about the student's affection for
Shakespeare. The student is very
worried about hurting his grade
point average, and Sheen assures
him that his interest and ambition
alone are enough to get a respectable
grade.
This is the way Beckwith . is a
father, helping the student to keep
the Shakespeare class without the
pressure or restrictions of competing. Beckwith also fathers JeanClaude in this way, loving his son
for the boy's self, not for any super·
ficical qualities.
A major distraction in this film is
the presence of the microphone in
most of the scenes.

The child arrives, and Sheen begins to care deeply about the shy
French boy. His daughters do not
know the child is Sheen's and begin
to love Jean-Claude too. Sheila,
however, cannot accept this and
considers an affair of her own. Alas
and oh dear, the daughters discover
the truth about the love child and
selfishly demand that their father
give up his illegitimate child.
The innocent Jean-Claude, who
also did not know Sheen was his
father, is traumatized. Sheen real•
izes he must cast the boy aside to
keep his family happy. The script
lends itself to tearful scenes, and the
actors are quick to accommodate
them.

Statewide Participation 'Strengthens
Bonds' in Native American Celebration
The 28th annual Nizhoni Days
celebration, sponsored by the University of New Mexico Kiva Club,
will be featured at UNM Wednesday
through Sunday.
"This annual event brings
together Native Americans from all
over New Mexico and other states,''
said Susan Anderson, Kiva Club
chairperson. "The bonds of Native
Americans are strengthened by the

Feminine Attire
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Domino's

Pizza
Delivers
· Fast, FrH Delivery

3920 Central SE.
262-1662
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Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262·1662
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opportunity to share with one
another through spiritual and festive
activities highlighted throughout the
week."
John Redhouse, a Navajo Indian
activist, will speak at UNM's
Woodward Hall Wednesday at 8
p.m. The lecture will commemorate
the death of UNM student Larry
Casuse, who was shot and killed
March 1, 1973, by police while
holding Gallup Mayor Emmett Garcia hostage to call attention to condilions artl.ong Native Americans in
Gallup.
Gourd dancing will precede the
lecture at 6:30 p.m. Food witl be
sold.
A talent show, open to any Native
American, will.be held Thursday at
7 p.m. ill the Cellar at UNM's Hokona HaiL Tickets are $2 at the door.

The first-prize winner receives

JJOO. S~:.cgnd prize is $50 and third
prize is $25. Today is the last day
entries will be accepted at the Native
American Studies Center, 1812 Las
Lomas Rd. NE. The band Stilrock,
from Laguna Pueblo, will be featured.

Women/Mythology Class Welcome
To Be Offered in Fall
NCAA
A book about women and mythology is going into its second edition
as its author prepares to teach a University of New Mexico course on
this wide-ranging topic.
Spiders and Spinsters by Marta
Weigle is available from the UNM
Press. It is one of the textbooks for
!he course, titled Women, Folklore
and Mythology.
The class will be offered in the fall
semester as Anthropolgoy 430, section 3, It will meet from 3:30 to 4:45
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Weigle is an associate professor
of anthropology, English and American studies at UNM, where she has
been a faculty member since 1972.
She holds a doctorate in folklore and
folklife from the University of Pennsylvania.
Spiders and Spinsters weaves diverse written and graphic material
into an examination of ways women
are depicted in myth. Topics in the
book range from conception to war;
figures from Aphrodite to Wonder
Woman; forms from customs to
rites: illustrations from medieval engravings to comics: sources from
classical Greek to contemporary Native American.
Because most myths are record~
by men - and indeed center on
men's activities and concerns''the major portion of this book
shows how men have treated women
mythologically," writes Weigle,
adding that examinations are needed
of "women's stories, possibly many
heretofore dismissed as gossip and
old wives' tales."

-

Since writing Spiders a11d Spinsters, Weigle has completed two
other projects. She is co-author of
Santa Fe and Taos: The Writer's
Era and author of a chapter on the
Southwest in Handbook of America" Folklore, a textbook published
by the Indiana University Press.
The authors, playwrights and
poets of Santa Fe and Taos from
1916to 1941 arethefocusofthefirst
book, which is constructed like an
exhibition catalog and published by
Ancient City Press. D.H. Lawrence,
Robert Frost and John Galsworthy
are among the subjects, along with
regional writers like Witter Bynner
and Mary Austin.
In thefolkloretext, Weigle writes
that ''folklorists studying (the
Southwest) face a dual task'':. tracing communication and identification techniques of various ethnic
groups and comparing folk expressions of regional identity with official
concepts.

Anglo-Saxon Poetry Expert
To Give Campus Lecture
and other topics in medieval literature,
Literature students will recognize Bessinger's voice from his
widely used recordings of
Beowulf, Tile Canterbury Tales
and other poems.
A Detroit native, Bessinger
holds a doctorate from Harvard
and has taught at New York University since 1963. He has been a
Fulbright scholar and has held
Guggenheim and Canadian
Council fellowships. He is a
Bessinger is co-editor of a general editor ofthe Harvard Old
book titled The Teaching of English Series, co-founder and
Beowulfand author of A Shorr former editor of Tile Old English
Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon Poet- Newsletter and past chairman of
ry, now in its sixth printing. He the Modem Language Associa'also has published books and arti- tion's. committees on computer
cles about Ezra Pound, Chaucer research and Old English,
A prominent scholar will
speak on the ''Challenge and
Change in Anglo-Saxon Poetry
and Archaeology" on April14 at
the University of New Mexico.
The lecture by Jess B. Bessinger Jr., professor of English at
New York University, will begin
at 7 p.m. in the UNM Kiva.
Admission is free, and the lecture
is sponsored by the UNM English
department and the Graduate
School.

National Chicano Health
Organization
Would you like to work
in a rural health clinic?
Attend our oext meeilng to find
out how you can qualify for
this summer's program.
Beoefits: small salary, lots of experience.
Meeting: April 5, Tues. 1815 Roma NE 7pm 277·5029

After the ga•ne.
Before catching a plane.
At a post·exa•Its bash.
. .. all the times you need cash.

"The difficulties and delights of
interethnic relationships" are key
elements in Southwest folklore, says
Weigle, and humor and horror are
effective expressions of those rela·
tionships.
Weigle also is the author of
Brothers ofLight, Brothers ofBlood
and A Penitente Bibliography, two
UNM Press books that are considered to be the definitive studies of
the Penitentes, the Hispanic Catholic lay organizations of New Mexico
and Colorado.

We've got MONEY, any time of any day. First National Bank
has a 24-hour MONEY center convenient to UNM:
It's located at the East Central Drive-up at Copper and
San Mateo.
Plus 15 other MONEY Centers throughout Albuquerque.
Get convenient banking. Get a 24-hour MONEY card with
your First National accounts.

Also on Thursday, the Miss Indian UNM competition will be held in
conjunction with the talent show.
A dance featuring the band Fat
City wilt be held from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Friday at the Winrocklnn at the
Winrock Shopping Center. Food
and alcohol will be sold. Tickets are
$3.50 in advance and $4.50 at the
door. The public is invited.
For more infonnation, call Susan
Anderson at 277-2393 or the Kiva
Club at 277·5750.

Book Show Comes to Campus
The arrival of the Chicago Book
Clinic's 33rd Annual Book Show
has been annountedby the Universi·
ty of New Mexico Press.
An exhibit of 38 titles that were
published, manufactured or desi.gned in the Mid~est .will be on
dtspli!Y..tJlr<;>ug~ f..p,nl ,12. !~t~e,P~c~? ..

lobby, Room 220 of the UNM Journalism Building. The lopby is open
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
weekdays.
The titles were chosen "for their
quality in design, graphic arts and
production,'' according to the UNM
~~s~; : ,· ., ._ ,· ••..., ,,, "' •• '·" ,:·

The First National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mexico's LargestHome·Owned lndepehdehl Bahk Member FDIC Convenient Locations Citywide

•
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Sports
Houston, Wolfpack Clas.h in NCAA Finale

Focus
The Pack Meets the PSJs
Photographs By Joe Cavaretta
Story By Steve King

Phi Slama Jama Shuffles Cards
By Dennis Pohlman
Press question at post-game interview: "Haye you ever seen a
dunking di~play like this before?"
Louisville forward Scooter
McCray (shaking his head): "Not in
a real game,"

It was billed as a battle of superteams playing above the rimsand the National Collegiate Athletic Association semifinal game between the Houston Cougars and
Louisville Cardinals Saturday in
University Arena was no disappointment to fans.
Houston, ranked No. I, met No, 2
Louisville and routed the Cardinals
94-81 in an unbelievable dunking
exhibition that saw, unofficially, 17
Houston slams. During one fiveminute stretch of the second half, the
Cougars reeled off 21 points to only
one for Louisville, grabbing a lead
they never relinquished.
The Cardinals led 41-36 at halftime, and were up by eight, 55-49,
with a little more than 13 minutes to
play, Houston center-forward Larry
Micheaux, who finished the game
with eight points and three rebounds, fouled out seconds later,
apparently foreshadowing trouble
for the Cougars.
Milt Wagner hit a 22-footjumper
for the Cardinals to give Louisville
its biggest lead at 57-49, but after
that, it was all Houston.
The Cougars hit the Cards like a
gulf hurricane in their 21-1 scoring
run, wowing the overflow crowd in

the Pit with a style that was simply
overpowering.
Guard Michael Young had the
first stuff of the scoring outburst, a
one-handed alley-oop dunk, off a
pass from forward Clyde Drexler.
Drexler was next, taking a pass from
Alvin Franklin for a slam.
Benny Anders, who replaced
Micheaux, drove through the lane as
if the Cardinals were so many comstalks for an "in-your-facer," drawing a foul from Louisville center
Charles Jones. Anders missed the
foul shot, and Young missed another
in a one-and-one bonus shortly
thereafter.
Franklin was fouled on the next
Houston possession, and he sank
· both free throws to tie the game at
57.
Louisville mistakes continued to
fuel the Houston rampage, With
seven-foot center Akeem Abdul
Olajuwon clearing the boards and
Franklin snaking in for steals, Houston began to build a substantial lead
for the first time in the game.
O]ajuwon hit one of two foul
shots after his one-handed slam
ricocheted off the heel of the basket
.and landed at midcourt, and Houston led 51!-57.
Drexler took a pass from Anders
and glided in from the foul line for a
Richter scale slam that will be part of
highlight films in Houston for years
to come, bringing the 17 ,000-plus
crowd to its feet, roaring mightily.
Houston led by only a 60-57 mark,
but Cougar fans smelled blood.
Rodney McCray was fouled and
got one of two free throws, the first

The Houston Cougars and the
North Carolina State Wolfpack will
be slugging it out tonight at 7:12
p.m. MST for the NCAA men's basketball championships.
The Wolfpack won the title in
1973 for their only NCAA crown,
while the Cougars of the Phi Slama
Jama fraternity will be attempting to
snag the title for the first time.
The "Pack Attack'' will obviously be trying to slow down 'the
Cougars' expressway to the sky by
playing keep away, The Pack is led
by guards Derreck Whittenburg and
Sidney Lowe and forward Thurl
Bailey.

To no one's surprise, Houston ended up shooting better than 55 percent from the floor, which would
have been higher were it not for
Louisville's fouls. Olajuwon
finished with 21 points, 22 rebounds
and eight rejections, while Drexler
also got 21 to lead the Cougars.
Wagner had 24 to pace the 32A Cardinals.

Wolfpack Sends
Bulldogs Packin'
By Dennis Pohlman
• "Getting to the championship
game? Yeah, I brought two suits, "
says North Carolina State Coach Jim
Valvano, who saw his Wolfpack
JIM VALVANO
easily handle the Georgia Bulldogs
Louisville point in four minutes. 67-60 in the first game of the NCAA
Franklin put up a spinning scoop semifinals to advance to the Monday
shot from the lane, and Anders fol- night championship game.
Valvano and the Wolfpack had a
lowed with a tip-in.
too-little, too-late Georgia rally to
The Cougars continued to domin- contend with Saturday in front of
ate the boards both offellsively and 17,327 patrons, in a game many
defensively. Olajuwon and Drexler viewed as only a prelude to the
each got tip-ins. Franklin and Houston-Louisville contest. The
Anders added easy layups, putting Wolfpack led from the opening basHouston in front by 12, 70-58, in ket and built a lead that rose to as
one of the most dramatic scoring much as 18 points by shooting a sizoutbursts in NCAA championship zling 73-plus percentage from the
history.
floor.
The two teams traded baskets for
Georgia shot only 35 percent from
a time, before Houston pulled away the floor on the day, and only
for good with more hoop acrobatics, second-effort Georgia baskets late in
including a reverse layup by Anders the game made the score close. Valand four consecutiye slams by Ola- vano called for the four-comers stall
juwon.
with five minutes to go, but saw an
IS-point lead shrink to seven before
the danger had passe\!.
Valvano ran his offense any way
he wanted during the course of the
game. The Wolfpack consistently
hit the outside shot, and passed inside withoutmuch trouble whenever
an opportunity was presented.
Hot-shooting guard Dereck Whittenburg and 6-11 forward Thurl
Bailey provided 20 points each to

GUY LEWIS
pace the Wolfpack. Valvano has relied on Whittenburg and Bailey to
provide most of the scoring punch
for the ACC champions, complemented by the sharp passing of
point guard Sidney Lowe, who led
the Atlantic Coast Conference in
assists this season·. Lowe had 11
assists Saturday and chipped in 10
points.
Georgia Coach H11gh Durham
saw his team falter early, shooting a
miserable field goal percentage
throughout the first half. Guard
Vern Fleming had 14 markers and
forward James Banks had 13 to lead
Georgia, but. forced up a number of
poor shots to generate some offense.
The pair combined for only 12-of-36
from the floor.
Valvano, the wise-cracking coach
said he was very pleased by the performance of his Wolfpack. Asked
about the Georgia rally, Valvano
admitted the stall allowed Georgia to
trim the Wolfpack lead.
"I've got an 18-point lead with
four-and-a-half minutes left. If we
can't milk that •.. besides, we're
an agricultural school," Valvano
said.

(Clockwise from above} THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY: Louisville's Billy Thompson lets the
ball go while Akeem Olajuwon of Houston looks on. NORTH CAROLINA STATE'S Thurl
Bailey will face the task of stopping Houston's powedul front line, but he should get help
slowing things down from DERRECK WHITTENBURG, shown here against Georgia. SKYHOOK: Akeem Olajuwon, the 1-footHouston center puts one over the reach of Louisville's
Charles Jones.

Opposites Attract in Final Two
By Dennis Pohlman

udweiser®
KING OF BEERS®

UNM Intramural Player of the Week

Brad Peterson

This week's Budweiser/UNM Intramural Player of the Week Is Brad
Peterson. Brad, a senior Computer Si::iencemi\Jor from Albuquer.que, was chosen for his outstanding play on this year's UNM EXtramural Softball Tearn which competed against the Chihuahua .Institute.
of'technology.In four garnes Brad had a batting average of .750 with
1 home n.tns and 13 runs batted ln. In addition, Brad's defensive play
In left field helped guide the UNM tearn to four wins and no losses
against the Chihuahua team. Once agaln,our congratulations to
Brad Peterson, this week's Budwelser/UNM Intramural Player of the
we~k.

tntramurals/Campus Recreation ,.

Only 40 minutes of basketball remain before the conclusion of the
1983 National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament.
The "Phi Slama Jama" fraternity, also known as the University of
Houston Cougars, will meet the
North Caroliua State University
Wolfpack at 7:12p.m. Monday for
the national championship in a game
that features complete opposites.
Houston Coach Guy Lewis will
unleash one of the most overpowering front lines in college basketball
when the Cougars hit the court. Led
by seven~foot center Akeem Abdul
Olajuwon and 6-9 center-forward
Larry Micheaux, the Cougars arc
coming off their best game of the
season, a 94-81 pounding of the
Louisville Cardinals Saturday in the
semifinals.
The Cougar front line staggered
the Cardinals with slam-dunk after
slam-dunk in University Arena, using superior muscle and bench
strength to take the ball inside.
Cougar guards contributed key
steals and bel ped set up the Houston
fast break, but Lewis would rather
go for the dunk than wait for the
open jumpet.
In contrast, North Carolina State
Coach Jim Valvano will start one of
the outstanding guard tandems hi the
nation, 6-0 Sidney Lowe and 6-1
Dereck Whittenburg. J>eritnetet
shooting by the hot-handed Whittenburg helped the Wolfpack outgun
arch· rival Virginia and defending
national champ North Carolina in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
which instituted a 45-second time

clock and a three-point goal this
year.
Whittenburg and the passing of
ACC assist leader Lowe will rev up
the Wolfpack offense Monday, and
Valvano says his squad will have to
hit the open shots to win.
"We're not going to get many
second chances. We'll have to control the tempo of the game and hit
our shot," says Valvano ..
Controlling the tempo means a
slow game to Valvano, who also
addressed speculation that the Wolfpack will hold the ball to halt the
Cougar fast break.
''You'd better believe we're
going to slow it down. If we get the
opening tap we may not take a shot
until Tuesday morning," says Valvano, who wants a low-scoring
game with the ball in the hands of his
experienced guards most of the way.
Lewis says he doesn't mind if
Valvano wants to play slow .. "We
like an uptempo game. They like it
slow. We'll see what goes Mon·
day,'' says Lewis, who would like
nothing better than to get the Pack to
run with his Cougars.
Both. coaches expect defense to
play a key role in the championship,
but each will liSe a style suited to
their respective teams.
Valvano says he will use a variety
of zones to confuse Houston, relying
on his team's experience and patience to keep the Cougars from post•
ing up underneath.
Lewis won't say if Houston will
continue the man-to-man that worked so well against Louisville. He did
say, however, that his Cougars will
hit the boards hard to stop Wolfpnck
second chances.

•

Coach Jim Valvano's Wolfpack is
25-10 on the year and has been
labeled "a team of destiny." N.C.
State won the Atlantic CoasrConference and West Regional title to get to
the Final Four. They beat Georgia
67-60 in the semifinal round.
Houston is paced by seven-foot
center Akeem "The Dream" Olajuwon and Clyde •'The Glide"
Drexler. The pair fuel the potent
Cougar fast break, which has guided
them to a 31-2 record and a 26-gamc
winning streak.
The Cougars, who beat Louisville
94-81 Saturday, are coached by Guy
Lewis, who received a technical for
throwing a towel on the court in the
semifinal contest.
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Looking for Something?
Whether you're looking
for a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the trick. Ads can
be placed at t 31 Marron
Hall.

1. Personals

frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless, $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles,
tfn
PREGNANCY l'I!;STJNG & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

l'IRST SEAl. IS back and Better Than Ever!.
414
corn:m;AD, AKA MS. Herpes: Christmas came
early, thanks for the present! P.S. Stay away from
Carolyn. Love, Opie.
4/4
EVER\'IIOD\' KNOWS CONNJJo; the Conehead has
herpes. From us.
4/4
I'J.AC'E YOUR PERSONi\L message to friends,
family, etc. in the classifieds. Only 17 cents per word
per day for four days or less, 12 cents per word per
day for five or more consecutive days. lJI Marron
Hall. Deadline: I p.m. of the business day before
lnserlion.
tfn

4. Housing

2. Lost & Found
FOUNJ>: WOMJo:N'S JACKt:T outside bookstore.
JUentify and claim at.IJI Marron Hall.
4/6
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 n.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
ACULEX WORD PllOCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3 181,
4/8
VJo:R\' BEST PROFF.SSIONAI, Typing, Term
papers, resumes. Guaranteed. 296-1794.
4/8
l'ltOt't;SSIONAL
RESUMES.
EVENINGS/weekends 266·2773.
4/8
GUITAR u:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE. 265·
)315.
tfn
IIF.I.I.V l>ANCE. SPRING classes with "NEJMA."
265.0325.
415
AAi\t'AST, ACCURAn;Typing. 299-1554. 3/31
T\'I'EIUGIIT, LIMITED GAAPHICS/calllgraphy
and professiorml typing. 265·5203.
4/14
GOLI> OR SII.VER·plated double-neck guitar pins.
Over 2", excellent detail. Only $3.50, Specify color(s)
and plating. Tom Martinez, P.O. Box23291, Albuq.
87192.
4/4
REAllY ··oR SOMETIIJNG different? Try
skydiving. Call 877·4016, Albuquerque Parachute
Center.
4/29
I>ON'T PANIC! MR, Munchie Will be reopening In
lis new locution soon with longer hours and a fan·
tnstic new menu.
415
'TYPING WORT II PAYING for. Coming soon.
417
WOW> PROCESSING FOR papers, etc. $2.50 per
page wtone edit. Call821·0642 eves/weekends. 4/5
QUICK, ACCURAn: TYPING/charts/graphs In
my horne. Call the Other Office. 884-6564.
4/8
A· I n'I'IST. TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970.
4/29
'I'YPING (111M SELECI'RIC). m·3337,
4/l8
TYI'ING. J.O~fAS·TRAMWAY urea, Experienced.
Rcasonabk 299·1355.
5/9
ACCUAATt: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Righi To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CO!'ITACI'S·POL!SIJJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
lfn
Wt; GOT D.JSTRIIIUTORS. Prescription eyeglass

Jo'REE RENT .•• MOVE in anytime now, First
payment In May. 2V. blocks from UNM. 268·5221
after6:30.
4/4
UNM ARt;A TOWNilOliSE for sale. Ideal In·
vestment for those student years! Three bedrooms,
2V. baths, two-car garage with automatic opener,
Luxurious with fireplace, jacuzzi, cxpcsed beams,
covered porch, deck and atrium. For details, call
Dave Steele, Hertzmark·Parnegg Realty, 883-6161 or
265·7176,
4/8
LIVE LIKE A king. Share large house, $100 month.
296·1794.
4/8
UTILITIES t'REE. ONE bedroom, den, huge
modern kitchen, $125. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
PRIVATE FENCED YARD, One plus bedroom,
den, deluxe kitchen, $110. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
UNM GOLF COURSE. Three bedrooms, two bath,
fireplace, den, dishwasher, basement, double garage,
$350. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
HOUSEMATE: SHARE TWO·level townhouse,
Four Hills area, Tennis, pool, gym, Non-smoker,
neat, responsible. $250 plus V. utilities, 298·0002,
4/4
FREE RENT FOR female roommate, Child under 10
o.k. House on Girard NE. 268·3818 after5:30. 417
A BJ.OCK TO UNM. One·bdrm furnished apt.
Utilities included, $250. 268·0,25,
417
ONE BED.ROOM: TWO short blocks from UNM
North Golf Course. $170, utilities included, 256-0316
early mornings or evenings.
4/5
UOUSEMi\Tt; WANTED: EXCELLENT location
near UNM. Washer, dryer, Sll 5 plus utilities, 256·
7127,898-8730.
4/5
TWO BLOCKS FROM law and medical schools.
Two-bedroom house, no pets, $400 per month, water
paid. 268-2845, 255·1098.
415
WALK TO CAMPUS! Two bedrooms, new carpets
1nd appliances, S195, utilities free. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
NORTIIEAST OF CAMPUS. Two pius bedroom,
I V• bath, fireplace, deli, bright modern kitchen,
$195. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
FOR RENT: E.'FICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
furnishcd·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
lfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Jlus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Deluxe ·
kilchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn

Send $9,95, s/m/1: Aritex, .Rt 2 BoM 536, Hillsborp,
Or!l7123.
41/4
Tl·59 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR, PC·
IOOC printer, cards, books, paper, Excellen.t con·
dition. $175. 277-385Q, leave message for Mike
Conley.
4/6
IIONDA MBS, ONLY 1500 miles, Gets 90 miles per
gal. $400 or best offer. Call afler4 p.m. 242-4854.
4/8
1981 CM400C, WIND.SHIELD, luggage rack, casesavers, $1350.294-3535.
4/S
MASI BICYCLE, 60 em, new condition, $900, 299·
6014 eve,
417
LJQUJD.ATIONI WE ARE reducing our stock of
used equipment. Gibson guitars ur,der $400. Fender
gultars from $199, Amps, P.A. equipment, drums up
to 25'1~ off! You've seen the rest, come to the new
Wild West .. ,music, that isl700 Jst St, NW, V. block
4/4
south of Lomas. 243·2229.
1975FIAT 131, top shape. 268·2037.
3/30

6. Employment
WANTED: STUDENTS TO help with workshop by
playing role of trauma victims. April 9, 0830.1530,
May 11 and 12, $6/hr, Contact J. Dax. 843·2111
pager631.
4/4
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE In Creative
Personal Sales, Marketing and Finance in Nor·
thwestern Mutual Life's College Internship Program.
Earn SIQ.$12/hourworking nexible part•time during
school and full-time summer, Call Jill at 883·5360 for
more information,
4/4
J,ABORERS AND. CONSTRUCI'ION help needed
now. 266-5528 Data.
4/4
PART-TIME SALES, evenings/weekends. Will earn
$10/hr by second week. 268·1815/292-9029,
416
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DED.ICi\TED
graduate or under-gradua•e math, biology, English,
chemistry, physics, engineering, computer and
science tutors needed, Must be work-study cleared or
eligible. For summer '83. Contact Bea at UNM
Upward Bound Program, 277·3506 at 2013 Mesa

FREE

Beans, Fries
& Cole Slaw
with any sandwich purchase
Mon·Thur 4p.m. • close
only at

I
I

j

r;;":)b,. ~l~~~
'.:.-.-

I'

"FREEZE NOCLEi\R WEAPONS Nowl" t·shirt.

Prolactin Dynamics Study 36
hour hospitalization in the Clinical Research Center.
Renumeration Available
Requirements:
Age: 21-35
Taking NO medications
Proven fertility
Call Judith Bernstein, R.N.
277·4051

Alllf\\U:MiiN;&.,

265-7777

P
WF...~1' ·~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
.. 504 YALE- SS.

I

I,
'"' bk. ti. oi Cer11r11 ~------------~J

7. Travel

GAY AND. LESBIAN Student Union: Presentation
by Greg Franchini. Wednesday, 7:30p.m., SUB 231
A-C.
4/6
PAST·LIFE, PRE-birth therapist John Richard
Turner offering pre-birth workshop Saturday, 4/9,
9:30·5:30. Past·life workshop Surday, 4/10, 2·8, $33
each, $55 both, 5541 Edwards Dr. NE, 292-6378
(Keep trying). Discussion (freewill offering) Wed·
nesday, 4/6,7 p.m. 3320 San Pedro )'IE. 881-4311,
416

WH!TEWATER RAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wild water Rafting, Inc, Trips start at $25.
266·9721.
6/16
ADVERTISE YOUR TWP, adventure or ride needs
in the.Daily Lobo,
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
GIANT CASHEW SALE! Regular $7,19 pound. ,
NOW $6.25 pound at the Mixed. Bag, 121 Yale SE.
Just south of Central, Open Monday-Saturday. 4/8
FREE TO GOOD. home, Shep/wolf cross puppy.
Five-month-old male, needs room to nJn, 242·0441 or
242,11694.
4/5
lS% OFF SWISS Army Knives. Kaufman's, A ~eal
Army-Navy Store. 504 Yale SE, 265·7777,
4/S

c;overed
Wagon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLD TO\IYN
USAF-PLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE Gl

RAFTING

Tailor-made Trips for
Groups and lndlvldUIIIs
WILDWATER RAFTING, Inc.
166·9721

~11{0()11(1

U.,ED.POO~

tJ RfCOf\l)j
OPEN 7 J)AY5

)3q HARVAJ:\0 !IE.

_26&·7.20JI

Used Books
And Records
iO% OFF
thru April, with dally specials on
new_ and gift Items.

BLACK, SAGE GREEN,
CAMOUFLAGE, BLUE

$46.75 and up
"'-1\\)fMAN~K•

P
Wf..~'T ·~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

2&5-n77

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

··T-·

-

5. ForSale

I
I
I
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
& A Large Soft Drink
,with $1.65
I·
coupon todey
I
127 Harvard SE
I

9. Las Noticias

LOMAS & YALE

Women
Volunteers
Needed

-,

DETi\ILED l)ESCRIPTIONs OJ' year-round art
and craft worksl!ops, travel art tours am! children's
art programs in United States, Canada and abroad.
Allow 3·6 weeks delivery. $5.50 tp ARTJlCfl, 2712
Reynier Ave., Los Angeles, CA. 90034. 213·204-5481,
4/6
FLIGHT Ji\CKETS, FJELD jackets and wool pants.
All genuine Gl. !<aufman's, A Real Army-Navy
Store. 265·7777.
415
GURDIEFF-OUSPENSKY STUDY group. 281·
2401.
4/14
RAY BAN SUNGLASSES 25'lo off at Kaufman's, A
Real Army-Navy Store. 265-7777.
4/5
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

Vista Hall.
4/15
RECEPTIONISTS, SECRETi\RIES AND other
gffice help needetl now. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
WANTEQ; PART·TIME, full-time distributors for
easy-to-sell Health Diet. No investment. Retail sales
and/or bllslness opportunities availa!Jie. Call 821·
4438 after 7 p.m. Ask for Dennis.
4/5
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be .able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE,
4/15
JOBS AVAILABLE! SKILLED and unskilled, all
types and shifts. 266·5528 Data.
4/4
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great income potential. All
occupations, For Information, call 602-998·0426 eKt.
924.
414

ACROSS
1 - It: Dance
5 Containers
9 Very bad
14 Asian coin
15 Army group
16 Hunt goddess
17 Repetitive
19 Ancestor
20 Bird
21 Always: Poet.
23 Work table
24 Language
27 House part
29 Skipped a
dance:
2words
31 Evil acts
35 u.s. poet
37 Prorate
39 Play
40 Repeat
42 Fact
44 Geraint's wife
45 Irritate
47 Northwest
shrub
49 Native: Suffix
50 Stagger
52 List of players
54 Prophet
56 Goobers

59 Pig
62 Gamble
64 Aviator
65 Easy - 67 Hostile look:
2 words
70 Unclouded
71 Small group
72 Diminutive
suffix
73 Antlers
74 Sighted
75 Beginning

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Filaments
2 - - of the
world
3 Single:
a words
4Meal
5 However
6 Cuckoo
7 Elasticity
8 Lead
9 FrUit drink
10 Spread like

25 Auctioned
26 Ethnic
dances
28 California
fort
30 Absolute
32 Knead
33 Give off
34 Marquis de

11 Wither
12 French units
13 Escapade
18Santa22 Bird of fable

35 NUisance
36 Eight: Pref.
38 Flower
41 Toronto
native

43 Lion feature
46 Valuable.
48 Springs
51 Pinch
53 Connects
55 Cults
57 Rich cake
58 Mount
59 Live alone
60 Norse city
61 Mimic
63 Split
66 Vetch
68 Falsity
69 Madrid man

I

...

Across the street from U.N.M.
2128 Central S.E.

~~tlfMAN~·

··~._,. -~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
p

504 YALE SE

265·7717

Enjoy the "Final Four" with us
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose from our Imported & Domestic Beer Stocks
Pure Kosher Hot Dogs ••• Any Style
Deli Sandwiches & Wine
Homecut French Fries
Breakfast Served All Day
Catlin Orders 242·7360

,;'

j:

'.

I

I

